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Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form 

Whenever a person decides to transfer the rights of its valuable property to 
another person, Quit Claim Deed Form is the first step to proceed the matter 
legally.  
 
It is important to understand that Quit Claim Deed Form is different from any bill 
of sale form. The warranty deed is used when a seller trades its valuable item 
from the buyer. The selling of items is done to exchange money or any other item 
equivalent to the trading item.  
 
Whereas, Quit Claim Deed, the element of trading, is absent. It is simply the 
transferring of property rights to the other person willingly. Nevada Quit Claim 
Deed Form is also designed for the same purpose.  
 
What Is a Nevada Quit Claim Deed? 

Nevada Quit Claim Deed is a legal written announcement of giving up personal 

property rights to the other person. Though no exchange of items or money is 

placed in this act, it is still important to take the second party's consent. 

Therefore, avoiding any ambiguity, it is essential to fill Nevada Quit Claim Deed 

Form. 

However, Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form is best for cases where both parties 

share an equal trust level. It is suitable for shifting such real properties within the 

family members or with trustworthy relations and friends. 
 

Important Laws & Requirements for Nevada Quit Claim Deed 

Following some vital Laws and Requirements, both parties are supposed to fill. 
Lacking any of these requirements will result in rejection from the associated 
County Office. 
 
Make sure to fill the section of the name and email address of the grantee. If 
there is no permanent email address, add the one who will be receiving 



information on behalf of the grantee. A third person is responsible for conveying 
all information timely to the grantee.  
According to NRS 111.315. It is better to keep any third party in between. Because 
the deal with only grantor and grantee is considered as legally weak. Moreover, 
the third person's involvement will make grounds strong for a subsequent buyer 
of the property under the law of NRS 111.320. Moreover, it will make the 
property suitable for mortgages as well.  
 
The tile of entire ownership of real property depends on the way adopted to 
transfer. Therefore, it is essential to mention all terms and conditions. It includes 
what will influence the conveyance of real property rights to the guarantee, 
according to Chapter 111 of the Nevada Revised Statutes.   
 
Besides, this, it makes it more authentic to have a signature, stamp, or seal of 
judge or least from the clerk. This is essential to verify the Nevada Quit Claim 
Deed. 
How to File a Quit Claim Deed in Nevada? 

Filing a Quit Claim Deed in Nevada is not rocket science. All you need is accuracy 
in the information provided to the County Recorder Office. These are the few 
simple steps to file Quit Claim Deed in Nevada.  
 
 

 Download the template that fulfills the requirement of your County 
recorder Office. 

 Mention the number of accessor parcel. You can get from the recent deed 
or by contacting County.  

 The crucial part is to mention the address where tax information is 
supposed to be mailed.  

 If any money is involved in the quitclaim deed, mention it. 
 Make sure to mention the address where the deed will be returned after 

record entry. 
 Assure to give a complete and honest legal description of real property in 

metes and bounds. 
 Also, mention the information of the person who typed the Quit Claim 

Deed.  



 Do not forget to add a notary section at the end of the document. The 
grantor is supposed to sign this section. Also, leave space for the official 
seal.  

 If the affirmation is mandatory as per your county rule, add affirmation 
letter also.  

 Both of the parties should sign, including witnesses, along with a date.  
 
Conclusion 

Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form helps to legalize the transfer of your rights to the 
other person or entity of valuable property such as land or house. It requires the 
complete information of the grantor and grantee along with witnesses. 
 
Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form is flexible to alter the grantee's title as it holds no 
warranty. Therefore, this form is recommended to use only under the family and 
trusty worthy relations and terms. Our Company is glad to provide the best 
standardized Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form in FREE 
 
You can assess a variety of Free Templates according to the requirement of 
County Office and property. Save time and click on the link below to download 
your FREE TEMPLATE of Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form NOW! 
 
Meta description 

Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form gives all rights of ownership from the grantor to 
grantee through a legalized process. Our Company provides the recently updated 
Nevada Quit Claim Deed Form FREE Templates version to make your work as easy 
as possible. Make your life easier by downloading your Free Template NOW! 
 


